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Choose SILENT ROOM acoustic pods to create 
functional work areas by dividing or opening 
interior spaces as necessary. This piece of 

space, near the walls or partitions or inside a wall 
niche maintaining a clearance of just 300 mm  
at the top for air circulation.
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Less noise, less chaos
Multilayered SILENT ROOM wall structure, hermetic door 
and ceiling ensure sound insolation. The inner layer of 
the panels is made from high-class acoustic material 
that eliminates echo and has excellent sound absorption 
properties. The upholstered exteriors block out noise 
effectively and create an acoustically-optimized working 
environment.

ACOUSTIC 
PODS Creative freedom to 

customise your design
SILENT ROOM offers a variety of design options for you to be 
able to create a personalised design and desired office mood. 
The interior and exterior finish can be selected separately. Both 
melamine and upholstery can be used for the exterior panels. 

A powerful ventilation system installed at the floor level and in 
the ceiling of the SILENT ROOM acoustic pod efficiently removes 
excess heat and high levels of CO2 concentration. A smart control 
unit selects an optimal ventilation and illumination level, and, if 
necessary, allows for individual adjustment. Once an employee 
leaves the SILENT ROOM, intense ventilation is automatically 
activated to prepare the room for the next user. 
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SILENT ROOM is easily adapted to 
a variety of activities. The acoustic 
pods come in three different sizes with 
selectable options such as glass back-
wall inserts, high or standard tables, 
seating, monitor holders, etc. 

For users’ convenience, the room can 
be equipped with a power outlet (USB 
type A and C connectors) or 3-plug 
power block. The power block can 
come with in-built sockets, LAN or USB 
ports in various configurations.
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